Dear [Name],

Thank you for organizing the scientific/project review today with member state experts. I felt there was quite some engagement from a number of the experts, which is good. Please find attached the presentation we used. Confidential document, of course.

By being transparent, we also lift the hood of the engine and open it to some of the players in developing a vaccine, such as [Redacted]. As indicated, data will guide us and it will be a balance between

For the manufacturing side, one important message is that we are on track

[Redacted] This is the intent of the APA, of course, and time is now for us. Hopefully, we can conclude soon, now that we have provided this further update.

Looking forward to a call to debrief on the presentation this morning, but also plan in detail the rest of the week, how we finalise the different contract points. [Redacted] you’ve received I hope the documents I sent end of day Friday to that regard. Would be good to have your perspective on these.

Kind regards